Eastfield Infants’ and Nursery School Long Term Planning

Year One Spring 1

As readers we will:
•
•
•

Read books aloud accurately, re-reading them to build up our fluency and
confidence.
Explain our understanding of what we read and predict what might happen in
stories.
Link what we read or hear to our own experiences and tell others of similar
things that have happened to us.

As writers we will:
•
•
•
•

Write correctly punctuated sentences.
Learn about the different types of closing punctuation and use these
correctly in our sentences.
Extend our sentences by using connectives such as and, so, but and because.
Practise writing neatly using the correct letter formation and begin to join our
handwriting.

As designers we will:
•
•
•
•
•

Explore and evaluate a range of different puppets.
Design our own cone puppets.
Select appropriate materials to make our own cone puppets.
Make and decorate or puppets using appropriate tools and
techniques.
Evaluate our puppets, deciding what we like and how they might
be improved.

As mathematicians we will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Practise our number bonds - finding pairs of numbers that make
numbers to 10 and 20.
Practise counting forwards and backwards in steps of 2,5 and 10.
Identify the addition, subtraction and equals signs in calculations and
learn about the difference between addition and subtraction.
Add and subtract one-digit and two-digit numbers to 20.
Solve word problems involving addition and subtraction.
Solve missing number problems such as 7= ? -9

As scientists we will:
•
•
•

Identify materials that are used to make different toys.
Compare and group these materials, talking about their different properties.
Explore why different materials are used to make different types of toys.

As historians we will:
•

Find out about the history of Lego, and about it’s creator Ole Kirk
Christianson.

Everyday we will:
• Develop our social skills through circle times, PSHE sessions and class
discussions.

•

Develop our fine and gross motor skills through a variety of physical
activities.

•

Develop our knowledge of the world around us.

